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Chairman’s Report

Chairman’s Report

The TDL community is constantly changing: when I look back to 2009 when
TDL was founded by Gemalto, Microsoft, Nokia, and Philips, the degree to
which the digital world has evolved is quite breathtaking. While the user
uptake is enormous, enterprises are enthusiastic and new regulations and
directives come into place, we also see a disturbing rise in the number – and
sophistication – of cyberattacks and threats on companies, large and small,
as well as on ordinary citizens. The rationale for an association committed to
building trust in the digital life can hardly have been greater than it is today.

Amardeo Sarma
General Manager
Social Solutions Research Division
NEC Laboratories Europe
TDL’s view on research and innovation
priorities is driven by an observed erosion
of trust, caused by both opportunistic
and organized cybercrime with increasing
impact and frequency, as well as privacy
threats to citizens and society with
numerous incidents and breaches of
trust and privacy even by governments.
This leads to an increased awareness of
security and privacy topics, as reflected,
for instance, in European initiatives
for directives targeting security and
privacy, while, paradoxically, the online
behaviour of people is less risk-aware
than the physical world. (From TDL’s
recommendations to the NIS platform)

We are a research community whose members exchange knowledge and
experience, share customer and market insights, and are committed to joint
research and cross-sector development in order to create trustworthy digital
services and platforms. Our goal is to develop a well-balanced community
to which leading-edge industries, SMEs, knowledge institutes, user groups,
trade associations, policy makers, and many other players all contribute.
During this last year we have updated the Strategic Research Agenda, the
association’s key repository of its insights and experience, in which TDL
lays out its vision for 2016–2020, based on contributions shared from
a cross-section of members. We continue to evolve our working groups,
led this year by the high degree of interest in blockchain technology,
which TDL intends to demonstrate thought leadership in.
Despite the raft of devices that we all carry around with us most of the time,
it is still vital to regularly meet face to face in order to facilitate spontaneous
discussion in a networking environment and, dare I say it, establish degrees of
trust between members that make online collaborative exchanges so much easier.
For that, we have met quarterly over the course of the year at working group
meetings, hosted by a different member organisation each time. We also have
come together with partner organisations annually in a larger conference setting,
which is also an opportunity to showcase our ideas as well as our trust-based
technologies, such as those fortunate to receive a prestigious Sprint award.
This coming year will undoubtedly bring with it yet more challenges which
will require the insights, opinions and ideas of all TDL members to help bring
trust into our digital lives. This is something I’m really looking forward to.
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Sprints

The purpose of TDL Sprints is to validate new innovative trustworthy ICT in
very short project cycles of approximately three months, with three project
stages: Sprint design, execution, dissemination. In 2014, TDL called for Innovation
Sprint proposals to validate new technologies and solutions for trustworthy ICT.
To drive active participation from all members, TDL awarded the top Innovation
Sprint team with a financial award of €25,000 in April 2014 to fund their project.
Innovation Sprints must relate to one or more of the TDL innovation lines:
• Trusted stack
• Data lifecycle management
• Mobile service
Platform and service integrity Sprint proposals
and pitches must also clearly demonstrate:
• Market need and the impact for consumers
• Validation of technology
• The ability to stimulate links in ITC

In the last call for Sprint proposals in 2015, the judging panel concluded
that KU Leuven’s proposal to cross-validate n-Auth technology on
Active Directory-based platforms was worthy of an award.
The focus of the Sprint is to integrate n-Auth server components with
application backends. There are several existing technologies available,
such as OpenID Connect, OAuth, SAML and specific target specific
n-Auth features including instant logout and transaction approval.
The perceived benefits to users are convenience and usability, as well as control
over authentication with no tracking. For service providers and integrators, it
presents an opportunity to reduce the impact of authentication data leaks with
easy integration, low deployment cost when delivering secure mobile solutions.
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The Sprint awarded to Trustseed in partnership with Microsoft demonstrates
the use case of the legal proof of e-signatures applied in the context of TDL
membership agreement. The goal was to demonstrate the link between
e-Authentication, e-Signature and e-Validation. Trustseed’s qualified electronic
signature creation device was integrated in this context with Microsoft
Azure’s end-user authentication and Certiway validation platform.
This new generation of online signature in SaaS combines strong
authentication (multi-factor combined supportive document control), with
document compliancy analysis, before e-sealing and e-signing, the whole
process being overseen and accredited by a trusted third party. Legal archiving
is a plug-in function that naturally can extend the existing Sprint implementation.
The Sprint is the basis for a trustworthy modular framework that could securely,
confidentially and in compliance with the EU eIDAS regulation, handle and
connect heterogeneous digital document management accredited communities.

Following in Trustseed’s footsteps, miiCard’s Sprint award was aimed
at integrating a mechanism to provide trusted identities for e-Signatures
on top of TDL’s GTAC platform. Specifically miiCard showed that a scalable,
cross- border trust framework can be used for purely online transactions that
require a higher level of assurance than traditional document or data checks.
The e-Signature requirement was to use verified attributes from
government-regulated attribute providers. Primary trust was obtained from
a combination of a bank’s existing strong authentication, its validation of data
attributes and identity as well as live financial data (to increase traceability).
A user was expected to use strong authentication to acknowledge consent.
Integrated into TDL’s existing membership on-boarding processes,
miiCard demonstrated how an LOA3 ‘bank verified identity’ can break
new ground in the use of institutional actors for legal proof e-Signatures.
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Strategic Research Agenda

In this document, the research
community Trust in Digital Life
proposes its strategic research agenda
for the years to 2020. For the coming
years, TDL argues that multi-disciplinary
research and investment is needed to
answer a range of urgent questions.

Much has happened since TDL’s Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) was first published. It’s
scarcely believable that Edward Snowden’s revelations can be considered as history. They
undoubtedly influenced and perhaps even speeded up the EU’s data protection reforms
(GDPR – General Data Protection Regulation) that will come into force in May 2018.
Huge data breaches make near-daily news and not surprisingly all enterprises fear
having their data assets compromised more than ever. As a result, no one can really
be sure that trade secrets are not revealed by those who have access to back doors.
It cannot be assumed that even the largest multinationals can be trusted to withstand
government pressure to protect the privacy of individuals. Current legal disputes
between large companies and governments indicate that otherwise trustworthy
companies cannot live up to their customers’ expectations even if they want to.
At the same time, digital society seems ever more vulnerable than ever to
attacks. Small enterprises appear as easy pickings for digital assault. The trust on which
businesses are based in a digital world seems – or is – under siege with unpredictable
consequences. The perception that the threat of terrorism has increased adds further
complexity to the problems that need to be addressed. It is therefore timely for TDL
to have a new SRA that tackles many of these new challenges and to consider whether
research can provide a new basis for trustworthy ICT or help build a better and
trustworthy ecosystem upon which to build trustworthy services.
This document is TDL’s contribution to establishing such a trustworthy environment
with proposals intended to address a useful mix of different dimensions of the problems
associated with establishing trust. A good understanding of the economic and societal aspects
are vital in order to create technological and business solutions that are resilient enough to
foster trust despite the dynamic, rapidly changing world that poses so many challenges.

The challenges for
research and innovation

Trust is an essential component of digital life. Both consumers and businesses need to
be able to trust that the technologies, products, and services they rely on are protected
against purposeful or accidental misuse. New challenges are constantly being created by:
• the spread of new technologies such as cloud computing and blockchain
• BYOD (bring your own device), and crypto-currencies;
•	the passage of new legislation such as eIDAS, PSD2, the cyber
security directive, and data protection reform;
• the rising value of digital assets and the damage breaches can cause;
• the rising sophistication of cyber attacks.
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The economics
of trustworthy ICT

Trust is the basis of wealth in the modern economy. At the same time,
economic factors play a critical role in the provision of trustworthy ICT. It is
not enough to identify security and privacy as business and societal priorities;
such products will only be successful if there are marketplace incentives for
both the businesses that provide them and the customers that adopt them.
Currently, the business value derived from customer data exceeds the gains
that can be made from offering privacy-friendly services and therefore there
is no incentive to adopt privacy-friendly data minimization principles.

Privacy

Privacy is an essential ingredient in establishing trust in digital life. However, the
translation of research into privacy-friendly and privacy-enhancing technologies
into innovative products and services that support a viable business model
is still in its infancy. TDL supports an emphasis on investments in research
relating to these priorities, particularly in relation to new technologies now
beginning to dominate the market, such as Big Data and cloud computing.

Risk management and
information assurance

In order to build trust – and to mitigate its erosion over time – the providers
of infrastructures, platforms, applications and services that together make
up the foundation of the digital economy must repeatedly demonstrate
their trustworthiness to both themselves and their customers.

Incident management

TDL strongly recommends urgently developing policy, research, and innovative
solutions related to the increasingly complex emerging challenges for security
and privacy for European consumers, organisations, and infrastructure.

Compliance

Just as every company today is an internet company, every company is
a data company; even the smallest company holds staff and customer data.
The year 2016 is a watershed that will make compliance a vastly bigger challenge.
Among the new regulations being added to the jungle already in place: the EU
General Data Protection Regulation, the EU Law Enforcement Directive, and the
Network and Information Security Directive, the EU’s first cybersecurity law.

Governance

Good governance is an essential component of identification systems to enable
trust. These require a legal framework that encompasses all stakeholders in order
to enable transactions to cross organisational and national borders, determine the
allocation of liability, ensure democratic principles, fairly balance the requirements
of the many large and small stakeholders, and continue the development of rules
as needed. While governance is less of a technical innovation track than a legal one,
building governance for federated identity systems at scale is a critical challenge.
If you would like to get read TDL’s SRA document in full, it can be
downloaded from the association’s website trustindigitallife.eu/publications
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Blockchain Working Group

A blockchain is a distributed database
that maintains a continuously-growing
list of data records hardened against
tampering and revision. It consists
of data structure blocks—which hold
exclusively data in initial blockchain
implementations, and both data and
programs in some of the more recent
implementations—with each block holding
batches of individual transactions and
the results of any blockchain executables.
Each block contains a timestamp and
information linking it to a previous block.

The emergence and success of Bitcoin propelled blockchain technologies
into prominence. Since then, financial institutions have explored the potential
of Bitcoin-like systems; the Open Source community has delved into the
Open Source implementations, and the research community has worked on
developing and optimizing associated cryptographic protocols, improving
architectural solutions, and understanding the economics of systems like
Bitcoin. Governments have started looking at the regulatory space for
distributed financial systems and requirements for integrity; civil society
organizations have looked into privacy support in blockchain systems, and
law enforcement agencies have examined the new potential for financial
crime. As work on exploring all the potential diverse uses of blockchain
technology has expanded, applications for e-government, storage, document
notarization, identity protection, real estate, and enterprise have emerged.
At the Paris working group meeting in September 2015, Intel took the
initiative to lead a working group on blockchain with an initial focus on
crypto-currencies but broadening out the discussion to be multi-disciplinary.
Since then the group has expanded and attracted other TDL members
as well as a number of high profile non-members as participants.

If you would like to get involved in TDL’s Blockchain Working
Group or start a new working group initiative within the scope
of TDL’s activities, contact office@trustindigitallife.eu

TDL provides a unique opportunity to, as a collective, work towards
addressing the modern challenge of trust in the internet, not only for
large corporate institutions, but increasingly critical for the SMEs and
innovators that are powering the digital world we live in today.
—
James Varga, miiCard
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Blockchain:
Perspective on Research,
Technology, & Policy

Blockchain technology has captured the imagination of technologists, investors,
and policy makers. Thrown into prominence by the success of Bitcoin, it has created
interest in other applications that could be decentralized as well as new security
models that have been discussed for decades, but mostly as theoretical possibilities.
The number of research papers associated with Bitcoin and blockchain skyrocketed,
and a number of startups, in the US and elsewhere, appeared. Open Source
activities associated with blockchain approaches have become more prominent and
now boast the participation of technology giants such as Cisco, IBM, and Intel.

A paper written and co-ordinated
by members of the Blockchain
Working Group and available from
trustindigitallife.eu/publications.

Governments have conducted studies of crypto-currencies and blockchain
applications. The UK, US and other nations published reports evaluating
technology and regulatory issues in blockchain areas. The first regulation
associated with crypto-currencies appeared. At the same time, the first
non-financial services based on blockchain made their appearance, with
the first implementations in Estonia and experiments in Gulf states.
We consider blockchain an important technology direction that requires
extensive research. This paper will put this technology in perspective with
regard to technical and regulatory priorities in a number of application
areas, not limited to finance. We hope the paper when completed will
be used by technology and regulatory communities as an instrument
of building understanding and improving prioritization of topics.
The paper will also serve as the foundation for future work, highlighting areas
that were identified as potential research and policy priorities in the course of
the initial discussions at the formation of the TDL Blockchain Working Group.

Multiple Views on
Blockchain: Technology,
Use Cases, Economics,
and Policies

Besides the extensive, in depth report, the working group co-ordinated a one
day conference, in partnership with The Hague Security Delta and the Institute
for Financial Crime (IFFC), and sponsored by Intel, miiCard and NEC, on 17 June
in The Hague. The objective was to bring together researchers, practitioners
and regulators engaged in crypto-currency and blockchain activities in order
to initiate a multi-disciplinary community of blockchain research and practice.
The high profile set of speakers included:
•
•
•
•
•

Marietje Schaake, Member of the European Parliament
Professor Srdjan Capkun, ETH Zürich
Jason Albert, Assistant General Counsel, Microsoft
Robert Reinder Nederhoed, CEO, Bitmymoney
Professor Michael Huth, Imperial College London

TDL enables fruitful discussions with stakeholders from real life and
industry partners interested in a wide area of trust and security services.
—
Prof. Dr. Kai Rannenberg, Goethe University
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Association Members

Members of the TDL community sign the articles of association and, having
accepted its policies and procedures, are expected to participate in working group
sessions and have the possibility to apply for a position on the Board of Directors.
Observers are representatives of an organisation who have been invited to
participate in working groups and are interested in experiencing the value
of the association before deciding whether to join as full members.
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New Members

Intel

Intel Corporation is a multinational technology company headquartered in Santa Clara,
California and one of the world’s largest and highest valued semiconductor chip makers,
based on revenue. Having previously invented the x86 series of microprocessors,
Intel continues to supply processors for computer system manufacturers such
as Apple, Samsung, HP and Dell. Intel also makes motherboard chipsets, network
interface controllers and integrated circuits, flash memory, graphics chips, embedded
processors and other devices related to communications and computing.
Dr. Claire Vishik is the security and privacy standards and policy manager at Intel
Corporation in the United Kingdom. Her work focuses on hardware security, trusted
computing, privacy enhancing technologies, some aspects of encryption and related
policy issues. Claire is a member of the Permanent Stakeholders Group of ENISA,
is active in standards development and is on the Board of Directors of the Trusted
Computing Group and on the Council of the Information Security Forum. Claire is
active in developing R&D strategies for security and privacy, through organizations
like Cybersecurity Research Alliance and strategy efforts in the EU, US and other
countries. She is an advisor to a number of R&D projects and initiatives including
IPASco, PUFFIN, a cryptography program at the University of Bristol, and many others.

IBM Zurich Research
Laboratory

IBM’s research laboratory is located on its own campus in Rüschlikon near
Zurich. As the European branch of IBM Research, its mission, in addition
to pursuing cutting-edge research for tomorrow’s information technology,
is to cultivate close relationships with academic and industrial partners, be
one of the premier places to work for world-class researchers, to promote
women in IT and science, and to help drive Europe’s innovation agenda.
Dr. Jan Camenisch is a Principal Research Staff Member at IBM Research –
Zurich and leads the Privacy & Cryptography research team. He is a member of the
IBM Academy of Technology and an IEEE Fellow. He is a member scientist in the area
of privacy and cryptography, has published over 100 widely cited papers, and has
received a number of awards for his work. Jan is also a co-inventor of Identity Mixer,
a unique cryptographic protocol suite for privacy-preserving authentication and transfer
of certified attributes. Jan previously led the FP7 European research consortia PRIME
and PrimeLife, and he and his team continue to participate in many other projects
including ABC4Trust, AU2EU, and Witdom. By inventing and using cryptography,
I try to regain the fading privacy and security of our increasingly electronic society.
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Trust in Digital World
2015

Trusting Big Data:
delivering new
business without
compromising privacy

2015 marked the third anniversary of this highly successful,
collaborative event between TDL and EEMA which was hosted
by INCIBE, the Spanish national cybersecurity association.

Hosted by INCIBE
In collaboration with EEMA
Gold sponsor Indra
Silver sponsors Atos and qKey
—
25–26 February 2015, Madrid

Dr Paul Wang, CTO Global Safety Division at NEC Corporation, opened the
conference by talking about big data in the context of safe cities, observing that trust
in the digital and physical world is coming together. He explained the challenges
of inter-agency data sharing and how this has been achieved in Singapore.

The conference attracted world class keynote speakers. Here are some highlights:

Group Director Business Intelligence & Big Data at Telefónica DG, Richard Benjamins,
shared examples of how big data is being used creatively, from monitoring the
performance of football players during a match, through to ‘pay-as-you-drive’
initiatives that help reduce vehicle insurance for young drivers. Dr Benjamins
also noted that we are moving towards a tomorrow where consumers will
be willing to trade-up and share their data in exchange for services.
The Director of Cyber Intelligence and Information at INDRA, Miguel Iribarren,
talked about the challenges of working with structured and unstructured big
data, as well as the scale of information that is being created. He presented
a forecast that predicted a yottabyte of data in existence by 2025. He
explained that, whilst structured data is still valid, the real challenge is to
supplement that value by creating structure for unstructured data.

Trust in the Digital World was a major turning point in the realistic
implementation of new European regulations between ‘challenges’
and industry solutions available to businesses and individuals.
—
Eric Blot-Lefevre, Trustseed SAS
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Trust in Digital World
2016

Business Impact of
Disruptive Technologies
Hosted by Gemeente Den Haag
In collaboration with EEMA and IDnext
Platinum sponsor Microsoft
Reception sponsor Grabowsky
—
15–16 June 2016, The Hague

This is the fourth TDW which this year is in collaboration with two partners,
EEMA and IDnext, and hosted in The Hague by the municipality.
This year’s programme is structured to penetrate the challenges and opportunities
that are emerging as a result of the application of transformatory technologies
in new situations as well as to delve into the threats and preventive strategies
including legislation that will serve to protect us from the increasing threat
of intrusion. Cloud, blockchain and advances in biometrics are some of the
exciting, attention-catching technologies. Meanwhile as we as citizens become
more and more reliant on mobile, smart devices for every type of commercial
and social transaction, we are also becoming increasingly aware that the vast
volumes of data we generate are being aggregated and analysed. Underlying
our desire to advance the use of new technologies and devices is the same basic
prerequisite to establish trust, through the improved management of identity
and cybersecurity – the core of what TDL and its partners are about.
Keynote speakers were:
•	
Andrea Servida, European Commission,
Rolling out eIDAS: boosting trust and security in the Digital Single Market
• Ronny Bjones, Microsoft
Solutions to security and identity
• Sarah Munro, Head of Digital Identity, Barclays UK
The Journey so far
•	
Jacoba Sieders, Head of IAM for ABN AMRO Bank
Biometrics, ABAC and undentification
•	
Dave Birch, Consult Hyperion, IoT
Identity for the New World
•	
Amin Rafiee, Ambassador of BITNATION,
Bitcoin, decentralisation and current developments
•	
Dr Jörg Hladjk, Of Counsel, Jones Day
The EU General Data Protection Regulation
– how can companies prepare for compliance?
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Working Group Meetings

The highlight of every TDL meeting is
the opportunity that it offers to sample
the gastronomic delights of the local city
or region, which it is the responsibility
(and honour) of the host to choose.
From La Pequeña Taberna in Murcia
to the Oberwaldhaus Restaurant in
Darmstadt, this has been a particularly
good year for the TDL gourmand.

TDL Working Group meetings are important for members and observers to
discuss the content and plans of working groups face-to-face. The objective of
the meetings is to define next steps and action points so that content creation
can proceed in a structured manner. Each working group is responsible for
a number of deliverables and milestones due on certain dates. The working
group leaders coordinate the meetings and are responsible for the agenda,
charter, plenary presentations and progress reports. All members of the TDL
community are invited to working group meetings where they can interact,
network, share ideas and visions with the leading organisations in the field of
security and trust on ICT, mobile communication and modern technologies. It
is customary to invite presentations from keynote speakers who are specialists
in research of security and future plans of the core elements of TDL.

CASED, Darmstadt
6 May 2016
TDL invited Professor Dr. Michael Waidner to give the opening keynote.
Professor Waidner is the chair professor for Security in Information Technology at
the Technical University of Darmstadt, Director of the Fraunhofer Institute for Secure
Information Technology, Director of the Centre for Advanced Security Research
Darmstadt (CASED) and of the European Centre for Security and Privacy by Design
(EC-SPRIDE). He gave a thought-provoking presentation on Digital Sovereignty:
Security and Privacy in the Digital Society. The work on TDL’s recommendations
to NIS was explained and there was also a review of the successful Trustseed Sprint.

Gemalto, Paris
30 September 2016
Lydia Kraus from Deutsche Telekom Laboratories, TU Berlin, whose specific
areas of research are usable security and privacy for smartphones, the
impact of salient privacy information on user decision-making behaviour
and user behaviour modeling gave the meeting keynote on End-user
feelings and needs surrounding mobile security and privacy.
Charters and workplans for two new working groups were presented – Bitcoin/
Cryptocurrency and eIDAS compliance as well as updates on the COSTAR proposal,
the updated SRA document and a summary of the completed ATTPS project.
12
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Intel, Brussels
21 January 2016
Hosting this working group meeting in Brussels provided a great
opportunity to invite a representative from the European Commission to
attend. Gábor Bartha, who is responsible for legal aspects in the eIDAS
Legislation Task Force, DG CNECT, came and gave an update on the eIDAS
regulation, both electronic trust services as well as electronic identities, which
are highly relevant to TDL members and the work of the association itself.
The meeting also provided the chance for members of the Blockchain Working Group
to review the direction being taken and to consolidate their plans for the coming
year, including the production of an extensive document, focusing not only on bitcoin
and other so-called crypto-currencies but other use cases for blockchain technology.

University of Murcia
13–14 April 2016
On the afternoon prior to the the working group meeting, TDL members
were invited to join a public session on the EC co-funded project, SMARTIE –
Secure and smarter cities data management. The project which includes TDL
members – NEC Labs Europe, and the University of Murcia – works on security,
privacy and trust for data exchange between IoT devices and consumers of their
information with resultant demonstrators in smart cities in Germany, Serbia
and Spain. The project vision is to create a distributed framework to share
large volumes of heterogeneous information for use in smart city applications,
enabling end-to-end security and trust in information delivery for decisionmaking purposes following a data owner’s privacy requirements. A secure,
trusted, but easy to use IoT system for a smart city will benefit all the various
stakeholders from city administrators to citizens whose privacy is paramount.
Dr Jan Camenisch from IBM’s Zurich Research Laboratory was the guest
speaker in Murcia and spoke on Direct Anonymous Attestation Revisited.
Direct anonymous attestation is a protocol that was standardized by the
Trusted Computing Group (and adopted by ISO/IEC) on a Trusted Platform
Module in 2003 and provides strong authentication of TPM with privacy either
for the device itself and its resources or the user. Jan explained some of the
use cases and scenarios that had been problematic and hence the aspirations
associated with resolving the security issues with TPM 2.0, in conjunction
with FIDO. His conclusion was that device authentication is more relevant
than ever, provable security matters but a number of standards have issues;
and, surprisingly, that it often takes far longer than one would expect!

TDL members bring diverse digital security knowledge
and experiences and act as one voice to recommend recipes
and best practices to deliver the promises of a digital world.
—
Xavier Larduinat, Gemalto
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cPPP on Cybersecurity

To strengthen EU’s cybersecurity industry, the European Commission
will establish a contractual Public-Private Partnership (cPPP) on
cybersecurity, as envisaged in the Digital Single Market Strategy.
The aim of the PPP is to stimulate the European cybersecurity industry by:
•	bringing together industrial and public resources to improve Europe’s
industrial policy on cybersecurity, focusing on innovation and following
a jointly-agreed strategic research and innovation roadmap
•	helping build trust among Member States and industrial actors by
fostering bottom-up cooperation on research and innovation
•	helping stimulate cybersecurity industry by aligning the demand
and supply for cybersecurity products and services, and allowing
industry to efficiently elicit future requirements from end-users
•	leveraging funding from Horizon2020 and maximizing the
impact of available industry funds through better coordination
and better focus on a few technical priorities
•	providing visibility to European research and innovation
excellence in cybersecurity and digital privacy
The cPPP will build on the Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) in the
area of secure information and communication technologies (ICT),
developed by the NIS Platform and published in September 2015.
To that end, TDL has joined the newly-formed European Cybersecurity
Organisation (ECSO) which will engage with the EC and Member States
to achieve the objectives stated above as the industry part of the PPP.

The signature of the cybersecurity cPPP takes place on 6 July
at the European Parliament in Strasbourg in the presence of
both Commissioner Oettinger and Vice President Ansip.
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The TDL-developed Generic Trust Architecture defines requirements,
functionalities and a set of building blocks and core components to deliver
the main targeted functionalities for trustworthy services, including: mobile
service and platform integrity, trusted stack and data life cycle management.
The aim of the EC-funded ‘Achieving the Trust Paradigm Shift’ project (ATTPS) was
to make ICT users aware of the value of trustworthy ICT. ATTPS contributed by sharing
research results and making their tangible outputs, software components and services,
available for experimentation. To facilitate this exchange, the download capability on
the TDL website provides a service where TDL members can offer, use and validate
trustworthy elements, such as technology components. TDL members have the
possibility to play around with the technology that is offered and provide feedback to
the element provider (i.e. the publisher). The requirements for element publishers to
deploy trust elements for download are the provision of a standalone service element,
first level support, and optional online questionnaires to be filled in by the users to gain
insights. Each element is evaluated by a TDL committee for final deployment approval.
The GTAC is used to orchestrate the TDL trust innovation funnel from
three complementary perspectives – technology, legal and business – with:
•	Technology parties being invited to deploy their applications or concepts
in a regulated and trusted environment to receive feedback on different
aspects of functionality. The GTAC is an instrument to have a concrete and
practical implementation and validation of the trust innovation funnel.
•	Developers identifying bottlenecks (technical, legal, business models)
hampering adoption. It is better to identify these in this generic fashion
in order improve their usability in trustworthy ICT solutions.
•	Developers receiving more insights to support their investment
decisions and receiving valuable feedback on user requirements,
•	Validation of the overall technology, concepts and generic architecture
to provide input for standardisation bodies on a European level such
as ITU- T SG 17, ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC27, ETSI, ENISA, 3GPP SA3 etc.
The GTAC is there to be used by software developers and providers
who can test and experiment modules, services and concepts on
four different dimensions that interact with each other.

The dedicated GTAC site can be found at gtac-tdl.eu
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Board of Directors

The Board of Directors is responsible for the overall management of TDL
activities and ensures the implementation of the association’s objectives and
the strategy. Directors are appointed at the General Assembly for a two-year
term, for a maximum of two terms (four years), and are assigned well specified
duties within the overall scope of the work of the Board of Directors.
The elected TDL Board of Directors for 2016–18 are:
Amardeo Sarma
General Manager, Software & Services Research Division,
NEC Laboratories Europe
Ronny Bjones
Director, Cloud Identity & Privacy Services, Microsoft
Claire Vishik
Security and Privacy Standards and Policy Manager, Intel
Volkmar Lotz
Head of Product Security Research, SAP
Dr. Svetla Nikova
Research Expert, COSIC research group,
Department of Electrical Engineering, KU Leuven
Pascal Bisson
Program Manager, Thales R&T France
Prof. Dr. Kai Rannenberg
Deutsche Telekom Chair (formerly T-Mobile Chair) for Mobile
Business and Multilateral Security, Goethe University, Frankfurt
James Varga
Founder and CEO, miiCard.
Rob Kroneman
Director Identity & Access Management, Verizon Enterprise Solutions
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TDL’s vision is that trust must become an intrinsic
property of any online transaction involving personal
information, incorporating legal, business, and technical
advances, supporting cyber security policies, and
integrating societal considerations so that citizens
and end users will recognize trustworthy services,
transactions, and data, and be prepared to pay for
them. Trustworthy ICT will increase confidence and
trust in modern society, bring new and attractive ways
of living and working, and further strengthen Europe’s
democratic and social values.
The association’s mission is to provide its members
with a European business development platform in
order to stimulate development and user acceptance
of innovative but practical trustworthy ICT. Guided by
its strategic research agenda, TDL acts as an incubator
for a portfolio of sprint projects intended to validate
new and innovative technology concepts, promotes
cross-sector collaboration, and aggregates the results
into industry recommendations for policy makers
and the European Commission.
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